“To be left alone is the most precious
thing one can ask of the modern world.”
– Anthony Burgess.
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I N S I D E
T H E
B U B B L E
Phil Jarratt explores the magical world of
Shambhala Cuisine, where nutritious meets delicious.

“T

here is really only one way to experience what I’m talking about,” said Eve Persak, the charming and
quite convincing nutrition manager of the COMO Shambhala group. “You need to go visit The Estate
and enjoy a dinner. Find out where nutritious meets delicious. You’ll love it up there. It’s not real
life, it’s a bubble.”
Ms Persak, a sporty gal from Chicago via Malibu, basically had me at hello, despite my slight prejudice against the luxury
spa culture that has dominated the travel supplements in recent years, and against what little I knew of what has become
known as spa cuisine, indicating that every mouthful should be packed with goodness rather than flavour, and preferably
not accompanied by wine. So I decided to bravely go where no food cretin had gone before, to the sumptuous COMO
Shambhala Estate near Ubud, Bali, the flagship of the COMO Group.

The COMO Shambhala concept is the brainchild of
Singapore-based hotelier Christina Ong, who opened the
first such retreat in the Turks and Caicos in 2000. The Estate
in Bali, spread over nearly 10 hectares of clifftop land high
above the Ayung River, followed in 2005 and there are now
eight retreats around the world, as well as five “urban
escape sanctuaries”in cities such as Singapore.
At its core, the Shambhala (which means place of
tranquility in Sanskrit) ethos is a combination of health
spa and luxury resort, where guests are offered a variety
of more than 20 Asian-inspired and Western holistic
treatments, including Ayurveda, acupuncture, hydrotherapy,
nutrition, reflexology, yoga and Pilates over a minimum
three-day stay. The idea is to make you hit the reset button,
and take the concepts home with you. The cuisine, which
is basically the food Ms Ong likes to eat herself, refined by
a dozen executive chefs and nutritionist Eve, is where the
wellness philosophy meets the luxe. And it must work
– Ms Ong is 70 going on 40.
Eve Persak and I were sitting in the glow (lower case
intentional) restaurant in COMO’s newish Uma Canggu
Resort, which overlooks several of that coast’s best surf
breaks where surf guides at the Tropicsurf Surf Shack teach
the basics to beginners and organize surf trips around the
island for the more advanced. While it sits on the western
edge of the Kuta-Seminyak development sprawl, Canggu
has retained much of its village feel, and is a great base for
a Bali surf trip, while also enjoying the wellness offerings
and world-class food of COMO.
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Over a delicious blended juice of her own design, Eve
was explaining the Shambhala philosophy to me, basically
how its meshing of a living and raw food diet, yoga, natural
therapies and wellness principles could be applied to the
surfing lifestyle.
She said: “I ran my first marathon when I was 16 and
kind of fell in love with sports medicine soon after. I was
particularly interested in how the body works when you run
distances, how the body unravels quite quickly if you’re not
careful about nutrition. So I really thought my career would
lie in sports medicine, but as soon as I took my first nutrition
class I wanted to know how food reacts within the body and
I saw myself leaning more that way. I wanted to know about
the short and long-term effects of distance running on the
body. But of course the same principles apply to extreme
sports such as surfing or snowboarding.”
As it turned out, Pepperdine University at Malibu was
one of the few schools in the country that offered both
sports medicine and nutrition programs, so she moved to
California. At the completion of her degree she was offered
a good internship, but then something hit her between the
eyes. Having enjoyed a privileged upbringing and education,
she felt she needed to go and work where people couldn’t
take nutrition for granted. She recalls: “I applied in several
places and ended up aligning with a medical team and
working at an orphanage in Zambia for a year, helping
impoverished, HIV-positive infants and children. I’d never
been hungry and these kids were famished, and I just felt
the need to give back.”
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When she returned to California, the head of nutrition
at Pepperdine put in a good word for her with the head of
the Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles, and she was able to
complete graduate school while serving an internship there.
After that she spent six or seven years working at various
hospitals in intensive care, “feeding people through tubes
and working with premature babies. They were probably the
most emotionally demanding years of my career, but they
were vital to my understanding of nutrition, which I really
don’t think you can fully understand until the body is falling
apart and you have to put it back together. I learnt to see
nutrition as a therapeutic tool. It’s medicine, and I was lucky
to work with doctors who believed that too.”
One day Eve Persak heard about a job as a nutrition
adviser at a new luxury hotel in Bali. Totally entrenched in
her hospital work and various consultancies in the US, she
passed, but, like going to Africa to help starving kids, it was
an itch she had to scratch. A few weeks later she had sold
her condo, quit her job and was flying to Bali to take up a
position at the COMO Shambhala Estate.
If this sounds like an unlikely turn for her career path
to take, then you, like me, need to learn more about what
goes on inside the bubble, and the extraordinary talents and
disciplines that the Shambhala philosophy throws together.
Said Eve: “I ended up using far more of my medical nutrition
theory than I anticipated, because often a wellness resort
attracts the unwell. You get people recovering from cancer
or newly diagnosed with something, or just plain exhausted
to the point where the wheels are coming off in their lives.
When I think about healing, I think about a safe haven where
people can grow again, and that’s really what we have at
The Estate.
“I think there’s often a misconception that people above
a certain socio-economic standard don’t get affected by
health issues in the same way, but I find many people who
have been fortunate in life also carry heavy responsibilities
and are under a lot of pressure and stress. And stress is
the biggest toxin for all of us. Of course, a stay at COMO
Shambhala can just be a beautiful holiday where you go
to top up on your health, and we get all of that, as well as
professional athletes at the end of their season looking
to unwind and relax, and we get honeymooners wanting
a healthy start to married life. When I started I would
have been skeptical about what kind of results we could
have from such diverse groups, because I wasn’t from the
luxury wellness spa world – I was from the ER wards of the
hospitals of Los Angeles! But I’ve learnt that we can achieve
great results from all the groups who come. I’ve seen
across the whole spectrum and I know that wellness is not
a concept that people who are struggling to survive famine
are familiar with, but I’ve also seen that the very fortunate
among us can also struggle to survive. When I’m advising a
person I’m seeing their eyes, rather than their wallets, trying
to see what motivates their behavior and how we can help
them. As a clinician, I have to understand what they need to
put into their body, and then give them the tools to achieve
that. I have to inspire behavioral change and make it work
for the individual, regardless of their station in life.”
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PREVIOUS SPREAD: Nutritious meets delicious in this simple snack.
RIGHT: Perfectionists at work in the Shambhala kitchen.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Perection extends to the outside world too - the
immaculate Estate grounds.

We arrived at COMO Shambhala Estate on a sunny
afternoon and the bubble effect hit us immediately as we
entered the magic kingdom’s stone walls. Apart from the
occasional screams of white-water rafters from the river
far below, we seemed to have been instantly transported
into a timeless, stylishly understated space that reminded
me of Australian architect Peter Muller’s first-generation
Bali Oberoi all those years ago. The main buildings and
the accommodations all seemed to blend perfectly into the
green environment, with mossy stone benches and water
features dotted around, and rice fields and cliffs forming the
perfect backdrop.
Our suite, within the Bayugita (Sanskrit for windsong)
Residence, was an “architectural exercise in simplicity,
combining the simple lines of Balinese tradition with details
from colonial Java”, according to an info sheet I found in
a bamboo folder on the writing desk. (Presumably for the
writing of postcards, digital communications being actively
discouraged.) Our private pool offered a relaxing paddyscape view, filtered by palm fronds ruffled by the cooling
breeze. A deck chair and a good book had my name on it for
the rest of the afternoon, but we were there to eat ourselves
well, so we scrubbed up at sunset and made our way to the
flagship glow restaurant, at which Shambhala cuisine has
been perfected.
The Shambhala cuisine offered at The Estate is largely the
creation of Australian chef Dan Moran, who is based at head
office in Singapore where he works closely with Ms Ong. It
adheres to the philosophy behind living or raw food diets,
but Eve Persak and Chef Dan have also developed a concept
they call “playing in the negative space”, by which they mean
making traditionally bad foods good, so that guests can feel
like they are on holiday rather than in hospital.
Said Eve: “There is a concept of nutritious versus delicious,
and we try to break that down by highlighting the marriage of
the two. People come to COMO thinking it’s one or the other,
and we have to change their thinking. So, we play in the
negative space. For example, we’re working on the world’s
healthiest hamburger, which was inspired by my dad who has
a heart condition. When I go home I eat steak and burgers
with my family, and no one makes a burger like dad, so the
task was to make one that was as good to the taste buds,
but much better for you. The World Health Organisation has
come up with all these things that you can do to beef before
you grill it in order to reduce the carcinogenic compounds
that come out with the process, marinades you can use,
medicinal mushrooms you can put on top of the beef. When
we were experimenting with this, the chefs put a burger
down in front of me and I said no, it looks too healthy, it’s got
to have more butter, it’s gotta be dripping!

When we were experimenting
with the world’s healthiest
hamburger, the chefs put
a burger down in front of me
and I said no, it looks too healthy,
it’s got to have more butter, it’s
gotta be dripping!
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EAT,
PRAY FOR SURF,
SURF
Pete Evans is an internationally renowned
chef, restaurateur, author and television
presenter. His passion for food and a healthy
lifestyle inspires individuals and families
around the world. But he’s equally passionate
about his surfing lifestyle, and TSA was
blessed that he took some time out of his
ridiculously busy schedule to answer our
questions about a surfer’s diet.

We like to be playful with people’s
conceptions of what should be off
limits in their diet.

“We like to be playful with people’s conceptions of what should be off limits
in their diet. Another example, Dan put bacon on the breakfast menu. His
view was that lots of guests wanted eggs and bacon, so we set out to make
bacon that was as good for you as it possibly could be. The pork is grass-fed
and hormone-free, there are no preservative agents, he smokes it using
herbs and tea. I’m sure we have guests who can’t understand why we have it
on the menu, but I just think there shouldn’t be a no, there should be a how.”
So, no burger but plenty to broaden my vision of how to eat healthy. (And
I got to try the bacon for breakfast – sensational!) Dinner began with green
lentil croquettes with watercress and kefir, and a platter of spicy raw tuna,
soybean and flaxseed tacos, with avocado and papaya salsa. Washed down
with a glass of local blended rosé, delicious. (Yes, there is an extensive wine
list, but you have to ask for it, and there is no bar.)
For mains, we shared a barley risotto with Portobello mushrooms, fern
tips, parmesan and parsley, and a show-stopping rosémary roast lamb
with tomatoes, artichokes, green beans and mint and olive tapenade.
Sensational! And to round out the evening, a shared flour and dairy free
chocolate coconut cake with coconut sorbet.
For all my cynicism, I had to admit that it was one of the best meals I’d
eaten in a long, long time, and we walked back through the quiet, mood-lit
grounds to our suite feeling light of spirit and full of energy. I woke at dawn
and took the 300 steps down into the ravine to the sacred spring and the
spring pools just above the roaring river. In the misty morning light it was
quite beautiful, and I swam alone in the cool, clear water, taking it all in.
I felt great, goddammit! Must have been something in the rosé!

Phil Jarratt was a guest of COMO Shambhala Estate, Ubud, Bali.
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ABOVE AND TOP LEFT: Every dish at Shambhala Estate is
presented simply yet elegantly.
TOP RIGHT: Yoga in session.

So what’s the ultimate diet for surfers?
Thanks for including me in your awesome magazine. Hopefully we
can plant some seeds for the readers to water over their lifetime,
and inspire the younger generations too.
But I think the better question is, what is the ultimate diet for
humans? If we take a look at our evolutionary history, we thrived
off a very simple diet that contained both animal fats and animal
proteins, as well as what we could gather from the plant kingdom.
We call this hunting and gathering, and it is still practised in
some societies today. Up until about one hundred years ago
the Indigenous peoples of Australia had thrived on this diet for
40,000 years, and as a result they didn’t suffer the consequences
of modern day diseases. So from that premise we look to mimic
this approach, steeped in tradition but coupled with modern day
science and convenience.
My advice is you can never go wrong with a basic meat/seafood
and vegetable-based diet for the majority of your meals at any
time of day – usually a moderate amount of well-sourced animal
protein, and the rest of the plate filled with some delicious in-season
vegetables (organic preferably), and also some good dietary fats that
come from animals, plus some avocado, olive oil, coconut oil, nuts,
seeds and eggs (if tolerated). And then if you want to look after your
gut, include some bone broth and also some fermented vegetables
to round off the diet.
This approach will get you into a mild state of ketosis, which
means you are using fat for fuel which will sustain you longer, make
your meals cheaper, and lead to long-term sustainable health.
How should we combine healthy fats for slow burn energy, and
protein for repair and recovery into an achievable diet?
If you can make your plate or bowl resemble that simple formula we
spoke about above, and eliminate the most common inflammatory
foods – all forms of dairy, grains and legumes – you are left with the
most nutrient-dense and anti-inflammatory foods on the planet for
our species: meat (sea and land animals), vegetables, fruits (don’t
go crazy on too much sugary fruit all day as it will spike your blood
sugars) and eggs, nuts and seeds, if tolerated.
Here are some examples of meals that fit this formula: a
barbeque of meat or seafood with some salad or veggies; a roast
with salad or veg; a soup that contains meat and veggies and good
fats; a stir fry with meat or seafood and vegetables; a bolognese
sauce, replacing the pasta with vegetables; a pie without a wheat

pastry but use some mash sweet potato instead; a curry with more
vegetables instead of rice. And there are so many more.
Should we adjust the regime for different times in our surfing life?
For example, a working week dawn patrol or 12 days of chasing
monsters in Indo?
Good question. Most athletes are starting to adopt this way of eating,
from short-burst-energy athletes to endurance athletes, and they
are performing better than ever. We always suggest a mild state of
ketosis is a great place to be in, and then to up some carbs (again
– we’re seeking non-inflammatory foods, so no grains, dairy or
legumes). But include a day a week where you eat more fruit and
sweet potato to break out of ketosis, as the body loves this cyclical
form of nourishment.
When people adopt this way of life normally they will wake up
and not be hungry. Use commonsense and keep hydrated – make
sure you drink a couple of glasses of water upon waking. When I
go on a surf trip, I always try to take good quality protein with me
(to assist with recovery) – foods such as beef jerky or biltong, jars
of tuna, salmon, sardines, mackerel, nuts, and also some good
quality organic dark chocolate. I also take some chocolate collagen
supplement that I can add water or coconut milk to and make a
quick smoothie. I also take powdered beef both that I can just add
some hot water to make a nourishing, gut-healthy beverage. Then
from that I can generally navigate my way through what is on offer.
I am not an expert on exercise, but I am a firm believer that people
who have the energy that comes from a great diet will pursue the
exercises or activities that they love for the duration of their lives.
That is certainly my goal. My plan is to be surfing when I am 100, and
food is an important part of the journey to achieve that, as is clean
water, emotional understanding and awareness, creative expression,
following our passions, adequate vitamin D, functional movement
and a lot of laughter and love.
I hope to see you all in the surf and share a wave or session with
you... I will be the fella with the biggest grin as I continue to froth
over the wonder of riding Mother Nature’s energy. I am currently 45
years of age and surfing better and stronger than I ever have, and
looking forward to more growth, fun and experiences.

For more information on Pete’s recipe for a long and healthy
surfing life (and over 350 recipes), visit
www.thepaleoway.com.
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EVE’S TIPS FOR A
SURF TRIP DIET
Watch your acid intake
When it comes to food for surfing, the
nutritional needs are in real time but also
in the long term. It’s similar to marathon
runners, you don’t want a lot sitting in your
digestive system before you start. A lot of
athletes I work with tend to eat late the
night before a race or event so that they’re
not hungry first thing in the morning, but
what happens then is that the acidity builds
up in your stomach overnight. Surfing is
so abdominal you don’t want that acidity
sitting there.
Think easy digestion
I think you should look at something small
and easily digestible before you surf. A
juice is too acidic, but think of snacks like
nuts, dried fruit or granola, with maybe a
bit of porridge.
Think coffee, think quality
When you’ve had your session, I know a lot
of surfers love a coffee but they’re often
indiscriminate about the quality of it. You
gotta have the best coffee. For example, at
COMO we have one called the Firefighter,
which is all about reducing inflammation.
We have therapeutic brews that include
Manuka honey, a shot of ginger, coconut
oil, all these things that work for the body
as well as giving you a lift. I’d also suggest
a smoothie or blended juice after a surf,
because after all strenuous sport, you’re
not able to digest much for a while until the
blood returns to the tract.
Apres surf beer?
Surfers love beer and nothing tastes better
after strenuous exercise. So, what I would
suggest is beforehand have a banana and
a coconut water. Beer is a rapid source of
carbohydrate, so in an athletic context it’s
not all bad, just don’t overdo it.
More generally, what I’d say to surfers is
eat local foods, not processed.
TOP RIGHT: Eve Persak provides a nutrition
consultation to a guest.
RIGHT: Food of champions from COMO Shambhala.

Enjoy Como Shambhala cuisine at either
Como Uma Canggu or Como Maalifushi,
Maldives. Bookings: info@tropicsurf.net
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CLOUDY MOUNTAIN HIGH
An idealistic Australian couple have carved out a simple, sustainable
retreat on Bali’s wettest mountain. Phil Jarratt reports.

About a decade ago, veteran Noosa waiter Johnny
Blundstone felt the urge to completely change his lifestyle.
After years spent front of house in some of the best
establishments in town, he was ready for new challenges.
With wife Cath and young son Huey, he trucked off to the
Outback for as long as it might take for a new life plan to
emerge. Under the stars at Kakadu one night, the family
found themselves sharing a campfire with Norm and
Linda vant Hoff, who had started a small resort, based on
sustainable living, in the wet mountain jungle of central
Bali. If the Blundstones were looking for a radical lifestyle
change, said Norm, here was one.
They flew over for a look, and over a final meal, Johnny
told Norm that while he admired immensely what he and
Linda were doing at Sarinbuana, it had now been done. “But
that’s not the point,” Norm responded. “The more people
running sustainable business on this mountain, the better it
will be for all of us.”
In 2010 Johnny and Cath opened for business with a
restaurant, a small office and four one and two bedroom
cottages scattered along the rice terraces, with pristine
spring water streaming under the entire property to feed
the land and grow the crops to feed the guests. The biggest
single investment in this resort was not an infinity pool or
home theatre in every room, but a Pelton wheel hydroelectric generator to enable the Blundstones to power
most of the resort from the adjacent waterfall. Bali Eco
Stay became the first resort in Bali to generate its own
power, and within a few years was totally “off the grid”.
On Johnny and Cath’s invitation, my wife and I visited Bali
Eco Stay soon after they’d opened and found them happily
ensconced in paradise. Looking out over the hill station
vista from our “Rice Water” bungalow, my first question
was, couldn’t they have come up with a more romantic
name? “Google-friendly,” said Johnny. It’s a long way up a
very rough road to the resort, and there is no passing trade.
People sympathetic to the aims of eco-tourism seek them
out online, and there are thankfully enough of them for Bali
Eco Stay to have achieved 60 percent occupancy within two
years. Now it is closer to 80 percent.
When the rains tumbled down soon after our arrival,

we took the opportunity to spend a productive, if indulgent
afternoon in Mini’s Kupe Kupe Restaurant, which offered
sensational organic food from the property’s “food forest”,
incorporating coconut, mangosteen, cacao and other local
exotics, and Cath’s permaculture garden, with sweet potato,
beans, tomato, eggplant, corn, lettuce, ginger, chilli, papaya,
bananas, durian and organic red and white rice. More than
70 percent of their food is home-grown, and is cooked
in their own unrefined coconut oil. Local farmers supply
chicken, duck and eggs, while the resort’s water garden
supplies several species of freshwater fish. Mini’s food was
superb – in two days we never had a dish we didn’t devour,
with special mentions going to the black rice pudding, and
pear and parmesan salad.
Since that first visit, we’ve been back to Bali Eco Stay
many times. Johnny and Cath have been through ups and
downs over the years – termites ate the stumps of the
bungalows and they had to be replaced with concrete, Mini
retired from the kitchen and there is now a Mini-Me – but
they have never strayed from their sustainable objectives,
and the place has never lost its magic.
The water supply for the resort is from an underground
spring twice as pure as Bali bottled water. The spring
comes above ground near the edge of the property
and creates a natural swimming pool, below which the
waterfall provides the hydro power – now 65 percent of
their needs, with not quite enough water in the dry season
to get them completely off the grid. The bungalows –
eight of them now – are of coconut timber and bamboo
in traditional style, one side open to the view across the
terraces to the coast below. Furnishings include antiques
and traditional motifs. Lighting is subdued for low power
consumption, but battery reading lights are provided.
There is no television, and the only music is the gurgling of
the water below and the distant sounds of gamelan from
nearby villages.
Spartan? Well, a little, until you slow your metabolism
to the pace of your surroundings, and realise you have
everything you need.

More information at www.baliecostay.com
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Tropicsurf is the pioneer of luxury surfing.
Your holiday with us can be enjoyed by
all members of the family with an
emphasis on service, luxury, water safety
and improvement. Regardless of age or
ability, with Tropicsurf everybody can
enjoy surfing’s ultimate thrills in style,
comfort and safety.

FIND US AT THESE RESORTS:
1 Four Seasons Kuda Huraa, Maldives
2 Naladhu, Maldives
3 Anantara Dhigu and Veli, Maldives
4 COMO Maalifushi, Maldives
5 Gili Lankanfushi, Maldives
6 Six Senses Laamu, Maldives
7 Four Seasons Seychelles
8 Four Seasons Jimbaran Bay, Bali
9 COMO Uma Canggu, Bali
10 Nihi Sumba, Indonesia

14
15
17
16

11 Noosa Heads, Australia
12 Qamea, Fiji
13 Six Senses, Fiji
14 One&Only Palmilla, Mexico

7

5
3

6

18

2
4

15 Four Seasons Punta Mita, Mexico
16 Four Seasons Papagayo, Costa Rica

1

9

8

10

17 Mukul, Nicaragua
18 Anantara Tangalle, Sri Lanka

13
12

LUXURY VESSEL CHARTERS:

11

Maldives, Secret Papua, Mentawais,
Telos, Spice Islands

www.tropicsurf.com

